LOOK CLOSELY AT THIS PAGE.

Any Hardware/Software System that produces interactive graphics like these shouldn't cost as little as $27,000.

SUPERTSET'S PGM DOES

The layout, graphics and typesetting for this entire ad were generated with our 48 bit Virtual Memory PGM computer. Software used: INTERACT (Interactive program incorporating full DISSPLA*), MOVIE.BYU, and SUPERCIRCUIT. All of these software options are available on the PGM. The PGM can easily compile, link and run multi-megabyte arbitrary FORTRAN programs.

$27,000 includes: 29 Megabyte disk, full 48 bit TTL processor, 300 Kilobyte expandable error correcting memory, plus basic operating system software.

Call 714-452-8665 for more information.

*SUPERTSET has rights to DISSPLA which is a trademark of ISSCO Graphics.